
VIVOTEK 
NVR Beta Web UI
Better, Smoother, Still VIVOTEK



New UI, 
Love It at First Glance
VIVOTEK has converted the NVR web UI to a software and 
browser look-alike with brand new design, allowing a more intui-
tive and smooth overall experience. The iconic Navigation Bar 
makes viewing and reaching the main access quick and simple, 
replicating the way you browse the internet every day.



Quick-view of Camera Types
Adds graphic icons ahead of the list of camera names to enable 
at a glance recognition of camera type. This provides an intuitive 
interaction and saves the effort and time of clicking through 
cameras repeatedly to find a specific camera.
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Built-in, No More Plug-in 
Actively adopting current trends and simultaneously 
protecting your cybersecurity, VIVOTEK’s hassle-free 
new web UI was born. It supports diverse web browsers 
without the need for web plugins, allowing users to login 
and operate with ease and putting an end to problems 
related to system administrator authority, safety risks, 
browser and OS updates, and more.

See it all with your most used browser

VIVOTEK's new NVR web UI enables Chrome to help you 
discover more. You will never bother to switch browsers or 
windows for multitasks.

Web plug-in free

With powerful features embedded, VIVOTEK helps you get 
the whole view, instead of getting the malware.



Scene, a Highly 
Customizable Playlist Collection
This brand new feature brings remarkable accessibility and minimizes the 
limitation of the live video display. Users can design a collection of customized 
playlists with different layouts and various numbers of cameras to fulfill the 
needs of any scenario.



Not Just a New Look
Redesigned and optimized features elevate the overall experi-
ence to a new level of power and discovery.



Powerful Multi-live-view 
with 1 CH Fisheye Dewarp
VIVOTEK secures not only your safety but your pocket. 
Our NVR enables 4x4 multiple live view and equips the 
fisheye dewarp function in all models, while most 
brands in the market support very few live-view 
channels and dewarp in their premium series. Even the 
economy models can fully leverage VIVOTEK’s 
cutting-edge technology and high-quality display.



Dual Event Timeline 
with Alarm Indicator
Users can now look over and compare the alarm time 
via two bars showing the event time of the selected 
camera and the integration of all cameras respectively 
at the same time. Given the eye-catching colored indica-
tors, the event occurrence time can be recognized 
effortlessly and immediately.



And There Will be More! 
The beta version of VIVOTEK’s new web UI is now available in ND93/94 & ND94/95 series. 

Stay tuned. More features and upgrades will launch in the official release at 2021 Q1.
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